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EXAMPLES OF PLAY 
Examples for 1.1.1 – Compartments and Equipment 

 

Example of Primary Compartments: 
 

 
 
Example for 6.6: Japanese Kamikaze Placement 

 
Consulting Table 8.1.D, the player rolls an 11. The result is 
5 planes attacking at 180H, 180M, 135M, 90M, and 90L. 
Consulting Table 8.3 Fighter Waves, there will be two 
waves – the first wave will consist of 3 Japanese planes and 
the second wave, 2 planes. It is also possible that four 
special attack planes may appear: 2 in the first wave and 2 
in the second. 

 

The first plane I draw is a Zero, and it will attack at 180H. I 
place this plane in the 180H space next to the destroyer on 
the map. The second plane is a Willow and it will attack at 
180M and place it on the 180M space on the map. Next I 
draw a Betty with an Ohka symbol (special attack) and 
place this in the Special Attack space for the first wave. I 
continue drawing and draw a Tony, and place it on the 
135M space on the map. Next I draw an Oscar and note that 
it will attack at 90M. I place the Oscar on the Attack 
Aircraft space to the left of the second wave circle. The last 
plane I draw is another Oscar, and it attacks at 90L. I note 
the location and place the Oscar on top of the other in the 
Attack Aircraft space to the left of the second wave circle. 

 

Below is an illustration of the placement of the First Wave 
aircraft on the Destroyer map section. 

 
Note: If the player drew a second special attack plane during the process, it too would have been placed where the Betty is 
placed. If a third one was picked, it would have been placed in the Special Attack Aircraft space to the right of the second 
wave circle. 
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Example for 6.8 Defensive Fire using the 5” guns 

 

In our example, we have two Oscars attacking at 315H and a Tony at 315M. Guns 1 and 2 will target one Oscar with the 
Mk37 Gun Controller, thus gaining a bonus. Since guns 3, 4 and 5 cannot target these planes, they are free to shoot planes 
in other bearings, but lose their firing bonus in doing so. 
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